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NOTEPAD REPORTER 'Where is the Tom Baxter character?

THEATER MANAGER (Overlapping, to the woman) Wh- ah you'll get

your money back.

TWOMAN (Gesturing) I want what happened in the movie last week to
happen this week, (Slnking her head, looking at the men) otherwise what's
life all about anyway? (373)

In this remarkable exchange, we can begin to appreciate the paradox this particular

woman spectator finds herself in: she wants to see the film which is at once a desire

predicated on what her movie ticket promises her but which can only be fulfilled with

more of the same-in wanting what happened "last week to happen this week."

Such is Cecilia's dilemma; what is life MW, if the promised guarantee of

representation turns out to be nothing short of uncertainty? And what does this reveal

about her if she can no longer locate herself in a gaze that is unable to represent? For the

spectator, this surface (that is Cecilia) cannot remain unproblematic nor can it always be a

site of masculine representation.

This claim I making might seem preposterous when it is only Cecilia's "reelity" that

is disrupted. Moreover, as the spectacle of The Purple Rose of Cairo, she continues to be

the focus of our male gaze despite the conflation of reality and frction we are watching

Cecilia caught in. However, sited as the spectator is to Tom and the filmic-real rn a gaze

that is, primarily, Cecilia's, what is emphasized from the very first time we see him, and

which is intimated repeatedly throughout the diegesis, is this: we come to see "The Purple

Rose of Cairo" largely through her eyes----eyes which must now mediate the disturbing

conjunction between reality and fictionality.

Without doubt, a feminist-inflection (and here, I am thinking of the works of

Mulvey, de Lauretis, and Doane33) would see Cecilia's spectatorship as another example

33S." M,rlu"y, "Visual Pleasure" 6-18; Teresa de Lauretis, Alice Doesn't: Feminism, Semiotics,

Cinema (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1984); and Mary Ann Doane, The Desire to Desire: The Woman's

Film of the 1940s Q-ondon: MacMillan, 1988). This quote from Doane's introduction ûo her book echoes
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for us spectators. We are reduced, as we watch Cecilia, into a false sense of security that

our position as the masculine subject, the male voyeur, \¡/ill be entertained by a feminine

object that is the fetishized spectacle of the film.

Cecilia is Allen's titillating offer of Vy'oman as spectacle in a film which proceeds to

undercut this pose: he denies us any pleasure in such a spectacularization of Woman when

he has Tom cross the divide, for this, in turn, displaces Cecilia from a mere object of our

attention to a spectator whose dilemma is, ironically, shared by our postmodern concern

with representation. She stands in for the spectator who now has to mediate the questions

Allen himself raises about representations in The Purple Rose of Cairo.

Cecilia is the ostensible spectacle; there is no doubting that. But she is more a

speculation of what the spectator-and hence, the male gaze-is supposed to engender.

In doing so, Allen exposes, more than he recycles, the male gaze as a sight currently in a

state of visual dis-ease. Indeed, when the fictional (Tom), the real (Gil), and the spectator

(Cecilia) intersect, there is then, and rightly so, a disturbing conjunction as there is also a

discoherence of those very categories "real" and "fiction," rìot to mention "representation"

itself.

..B.BUT TOM'S PERFECT!''

Films ... often provide the terms and categories for seeing and understanding

life.

Sam B. Girguss

34Su* B. Girgus, The Films of Woody Allen, Cambridge Film Classics (Cambridge: Cambridge UP,

1993)72.
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The Purple Rose of Cairo,ismasculinity itselfi

Cecilia may be positioned within the male gaze but as this is a film dependent upon,

and emblematic of, a postmodem play between competing differences, there must be

therefore, and because of discoherence, a necessary revision of C-ecilia as

spectator/spectacle. At the end of the film, Cecilia's spectatorship can hardly be described

as singularly masculine. Rather, she is a problematized spectator whose gaze is never

going to be grounded in a meta-narrative of masculine representation but, more

accurately, in its re-presentation as a possible site of conEa-dictions.3s

For Allen's spectator, therefore, there can be no contentment of what ought to be

seen as the logical ending to this film. Like Cecilia, turning our back on the fictional

cannot be a return into the real and secured, the stable and comprehensible. Allen's

representation of alternative realities offers us an opportunity to re-envision femininity and

masculinity beyond the fixated, and hom(m)o-sexually aligned, trajectory of the male gaze.

Instead of a hegemonic and hierarchical point of view, Allen structures spectatorship

around these parallel, interdependent, but conflicting plots of Cecilia as spectator and of us

as spectators of Cecilia. In other words, there is, in-built into how we see this film, a

contest of differing gazes.

This reading of Allen's The Purple Rose of Cairo is perhaps best described as one

of semantics:

I{ENRY (Overlapping Delilah, getting everyone's attention) V/hat if all this

is merely a matter of semantics?

35tnis is that defining moment an individual subject will find him/herself in, I would like to suggest,

when reading a representation of contra-diction. It is a point I shall return to throughout this study, and

in particular in chapters 4 and 5. There I will argue that it is precisely because this subject position of

seeing and reading is now a location of contra-dictions, the masculine identification it should engender is

problematized. Such a scenario also points to the possibility that what is particularly in cont¡a-diction in

this instance is the differences of an essentialized versus a performative identity the individual

reader/specabr may be effecting when he/she reads with the male gaze.
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LARRY (With annoyance) How can it be semantics?

HENRY (Gesturing) V/e11, wait a minute. Let's, let's just readjust our
definitions. I-et's redefine ourselves as the real world (Poínting towards the

officreen theater) and them as the world of illusion and shadow. (Gesturing)

You see, we're reality, they're a dream. (437)

If semantics, as Henry states, is crucial to an understanding of meaning and, in the context

of Allen's film, meaning as it a¡ises from a matrix of spectatorial positions within and

without the film, how a spectator will read Allen's representations of reality and

frctionality, of femininity and masculinity arise from that structured and structuring locus

of spectatorship which is, I propose, the male gaze as it realizes itself within a politics of

discoherence.

As such, we can now reconstruct the male gaze from within this very same discourse

which initiates, animates, and maintains this continuing hom(m)o-sexual practice of

engendering culture. The way we see and speak, the way we write and act can no longer

be guaranteed. Looking as we do at today's males and their masculinities, we cannot help

but begin to see that our present cultural discourse is limited and inadequate when

articulating masculinity. Moreover, each time masculinity is identifred within gender

studies, the problem is exacerbated. There is always the act of making visible

masculinity's shortcomings. In contrast, there is little offered as alternatives to what this

particular gender tenn can possibly mean today. To add to the complexity, and perhaps

also to the already entangled quagmire, that is the gender debate, masculinity tends, ever

so often, to be a dangerously interchangeable mix of corporeality, heterosexuality, and

gender; there needs to be another trajectory along which the term "masculinity" can be

revised. A continuing focus of this study will be how we can revise our reading men: this

concept of "reading men" is best understood in that dual sense of reading masculinity and,

more to the point, how men can re-read the masculine.

In chapter 2, I pick up the points I raise above and relate them to the visual unease

of reading the gay male body. Like The Purple Rose of Caíro, and the problematic





CHAPTER TWO

SPECTACLE OF THE OTHER (WO)MAN: A GAY (RE)VISION OF
MASCULINITY

It is a conìmon theory of social deviance that persecution of deviants is in part
a ritual devised to maintain the boundaries of what is socially approved.

Dennis Alünanr

In chapter 1, I dealt with the crisis of representation, and how the representation of

the male body, in particular, can no longer be read according to the dominant cultural

representations of gender. These representations, which tend to be essentialized

descriptions of masculinity, are especially problematic when they exist as that paradigmatic

site of contra-dictions, the gay male body. I want to begin, this examination, however, by

focusing upon the HIV/AIDS infected body, and its continued identif,rcation with firstly, a

gay male identity and secondly, the implied effeminacy this identity is supposed engender.

In this chapter, then, I will argue that a reading of homosexuality is integral to our

understanding of "masculinity." Such an understanding is enabled, I want to suggest,

within the visuality of the male gaze a reader adopts to read corporeality. That is, the

sight of the gay male body-and the sexual otherness it signifies in its sexual intercourse

with another male body---establishes as it differentiates what a reader assumes masculine

identity to be. In short, I locate this particularly homosexual perspective of reading gender

within the spectacle of the Proximate Other that a reader must negotiate, the gay male

body.

36Dennis Altman, Homosexual: Oppression and Liberation (New York: Outerbridge and Diensfrey,

t97t) 56.
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CLOSING ONE'S EYES: AIDS AND THE BLINDNESS OF FACT

If heterosexual men remain blind to the possible infection of HIV/AIDS that they

themselves are susceptible to, it is because they subscribe to the dominant male gaze which

reads the gay male body as diseased in order to privilege the identity of male bodies as

singularly heterosexual and masculine. This blindness tends to see the male body, as

opposed to the gay male body, in terms of an immunity from the virus because it is

depicted as a healthy and sanitized corporeality.

In ttris instance, the male gaze seeks to envision and illuminate the gay male body by

offering its spectacularization, even perhaps, the speculation of what it must really be: this

is that body contaminated by the HIV/AIDS virus, never the male and masculine body it

could also be. In the wake of HIV/AIDS, and par:ticularly the discourse it engenders, such

a Eaze merely refracts and reflects gay men as the spectacle of pathology. This sight is, at

best, maligned: for as much as it is all seeing, it is also all vigilant. And in its vigilance, this

gaze is as blinding as it is insighful.al

In seeing gay men through this particular spectacle of HIV/AIDS, dominant culture

is paradoxically repressing and disavowing homosexuality whilst simultaneously centering

its presence within the very manner we have come to understand HIV/AIDS. More

importantly, it affects the understanding of HIV/AIDS by heterosexual men in two ways.

Firstly, this thinking addresses the virus as primarily gay-related and secondly, it

complacently locates heterosexual masculinity beyond any infection, or possible

vulnerability. In other words, the straight man is deemed to be immuned from HIV/AIDS:

he is beyond HIV/AIDS infection because of he is the masculine subject.

4ll-oce Irigaray takes a simila¡ approach in her feminist-psychoanalytic deconstruction of a hegemonic

male gaze. She discusses this in Speculum of the Other Woman, t¡ans. Gillian C. Gill (Ithaca: Cornell UP,

198s).
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and men are to be defrned by that long held dictum, "a man's gotta do what a man's gotta

do." These representations, although mfued within a fragmented postmodern reality,

continue to mime hom(m)osexual depictions of gender and sexuality. Within this

discourse, then, how a reader represents the gendered identity of corporeality is already

predetermined. I agree with Martin Jay who writes, in his article, "In the Empire of the

Gaze: Foucault and the Denigration of Vision in Twentieth-Century French Thought," that

what is in fact "seen" is not a given, objective reality open to an innocent eye.

Rather, it is an epistemic field constructed as much linguistically as visually....
(1986: 182)

As seeing/reading subjects within hom(m)o-sexual culture, we are, it must be clear by

now, caught within a contained and, indeed, constricting visuality.

Caught in the middle of all this, yet oblivious to his inevitable misprision, is the

heterosexual male subject. He sees himself as the paradigmatic spectator or reader

because his acculturalized practice of the male gaze is centered in the prevailing hom(m)o-

sexual discourse on gender that is itself assumed to be natural, universal, and ideal. In

uniting "about their subjectivity and power," notes a critical Peter Middleton, such men

"have constantly universalized it at the same time, and assumed that the rationality of their

approach was the sum total of rationality." In turn, these assumptions Middleton critiques

immunize the term "masculinity" from any "disturbing self-examination by men" (L992:3),

or, as the title of his book sums it all up, from an inward gaze.

In this chapter, I seek to follow Middleton's question: what happens when

masculinity, as we presently understand it to be, is scrutinized? More importantly, if the

male gaze turns inwards upon itself to examine its own reading practice, will the present

discourse on masculinity, as practised within gender studies, be severely affected? In

terms of visuality, who or what exactly is being spectacularized? To what extent can a

seeing/reading subject depend upon discoherence to effect a revision of reading

masculinity? And how does discoherence, in turn, affect a reader's self-identification as
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the masculine reading subject?

In this chapter, I want to expand upon the points raised in chapter 2. In particular, I

\ilant to develop the transgressive centrality the Proximate Other-that male body in

contra-diction-plays in a reader's rewriting of "masculinity" by highlighting its

reorientation of the reader's male gazn as a chiasmatic space. Deploying Derrida's

understanding of the chiasm as a space where iterability (that simultaneous act of

repetition and alteration) takes place, I map this onto the problematic instance of reading

the male body when it is represented as a site of contra-diction. Such a representation, I

will argue, locates the individual within a chiasm of reading that situates, effects, and

animates a discoherent practice of representing the supposed masculinity of the male body.

Mapping such an alternative practice of reading gender onto Lacan's work on subjectivity,

I then turn to his understanding of the gaze and reconsider the problematic interplay

beween the spectator, the gaze, and the screen in the formation of an individual's

subjectivity as the masculine reading subject. In what follows, I will seek to deveþ

further the politics of discoherence: by focusing upon the chiasmatic potential of the male

gaze when it is forced to read a male body in contra-diction, I wish to illustrate how we

can rewrite "masculinity" beyond the hom(m)o-sexual parameters of spectacularizing

Otherness only in terms of presence and absence, and "masculinity" in terms of its

binarized opposite, femininity.

BATMAN AND THE ERASURE OF VICKI VALE

In Engendering Fictions, Cranny-Francis engagingly describes the influential role

fairy-tales and comics play in the consffuction of normative, and, undoubtedly,

stereotypical representations of gender within culture. One of the examples she uses to
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illustrate her arguments \s Batman, The Movie.e "The movie Batman, a fairytale for both

children and adults judging by its enormous box-office success, is," she writes, "a

powerful reconstruction of this discourse of patriarchal sexuality" (1992:84). I agree with

Cranny-Francis: what is upheld throughout, and especially, at the end of, this filrn is the

hom(m)o-sexual exchange of Vicki Vale between Batman/Bruce'Wayne and The Joker.

Ostensibly, this is portrayed as a struggle, if not a duel, over Vale as the damsel in distress.

In the final instance, however, this film can be seen to concem itself with the heterosexual

conquest of V/oman as sign. This is reproduced in paradigmatic hom(m)o.sexual terms

which summarize Burton's film: man in control, woman as spectacle; woman in distress,

man as hero.

'Whereas Cranny-Francis objects to the film's continued suppression of the feminine

other through a hom(m)o.sexual commodification of 'Woman, I choose to examine,

instead, in terms of spectacularization, the inherent male gaze which the producers of this

cultural text appropriate to reproduce and ensure the dominant discouse of gender

representation.

Where the comic superhero is concerned, as Middleton remarks, his/her gender is

represented through its physical and/or attired address. Male superheroes like Batman

embody masculinity because they possess hypermasculine physþes and strength. In

contrast, the villains who are

the foolish or the bad have bodies which don't conform to this stereotype.
Roundness and fabress or any sign of effeminacy are all clear indications of
weakness. (Middleton 1992: 3l)

In these examples which Middleton details, what is evident in the stereotypification of

superheroes and villains is the construction of engendered identities that must adhere to

59Bannan,The Movíe,dir. Tim Burton, with Michael Keaton, Kim Basinger and Jack Nicholson,

Warner, 1989.
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narrates, Molina answers Valentin, "'With kena, what do you think? She's the heroine,

dummy. Always the heroine" (25).

But Molina's identification with the heroine, coupled with Valentin's determination

to locate him in that space of the spectacularized heroine, is fatal. Irena is afemme fatale:

her kiss may be desired by the male cha¡acters of the film but each kiss ends in death. In

Puig's novel, Molina is similarly positioned. Like kena who metamorphoses from human

into animal, Molina becomes, quite literally, "the spider woman, that traps men in her

web" (260). He seduces Valentin who has to rely upon Molina's own Eaze to "see," as it

were, these films Molina n¿urates. Molina's dictation henceforth becomes for Valentin

both a seductive and an alternative sight. Increasingly dependent upon this Other in order

to envision the films, Valentin's acculturalized male gaze is slowly eroded and revised as it

is mediated in, even inflected by, Molina's dictation. In "watching" Molina's movies, they

both come to sha¡e a similar gaze. Valentin's gaze is, in other words, disturbed. As a

result, it is displaced from its masculine subject position of reading representation.

This threat to Valentin's male gaze is all the more urgent when we learn, mid-way

through the novel, that Molina's tales and acts of kindness are an overt display designed to

solicit from Valentin information regarding the revolution. In turn, Molina's solicitation

enables him to "purchase" his freedom from the prison authorities. In taking into his own

hands a course of action leading to his freedom, Molina destabilizes the ascribed gender

positions both Valentin and himself seem to occupy in the novel. Instead of being the

transvestized, if not feminine, spectacle of a male body that is Other, a reader finds Molina

usurping that taditional site of masculinity where it is the masculine subject who directs

the narrative of the text.

Indeed, Molina shapes and directs the course of events which lead eventually to

Valentin's seduction and his eventual release from prison. In other words, where Valentin

should characteristically be "the [masculine] spectator as subject of vision, the 'figure for,'

and the term of reference of, its constructed 'narative space"' (de Lauretis 1984:
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basic distrust of, and disagreement with, the constructions of femininity within the

dominant practice of the male gaze alerts us to the delimiting representation of femininity

within culture. Mulvey's theme is echoed in the works of V/ittig and Irigaray; they too

voice their disquiet with women being imaged, marketed, and recycled to satisfy a

predominantly masculine and heterosexual culture. In this section, I want to re-examine

how their respective works whilst repudiating the oppressive strictures of a masculinized

interpretation of gender are nevertheless trapped into an essentializing repetition of much

of the same, into recycling hom(m)o-sexually gendered spatiality once again.

The paradigm of gender relations Wittig criticizes is what she terms the heterosexual

contract. She is critical of its artificial construction of sexes which bea¡ the political

extrapolation of "the terrn gender from grammar" and which is then superimposed onto

"the notion of sex" (1992:77). In other words, as Wittig succinctly argues in "The Mark

of Gender," "gender, as a concept, is instrumental in the political discourse of the social

contract as heterosexual" (1992: 77).

Oppression is therefore manifest in, and repeated as, those categories of gendered

sex. And because the contract which enables, sanctions, and legitimates this

categorization is heterosexual, it is undeniably masculine for both heterosexuality and

masculinity are grounded, first and foremost, in the male body, or, more significantly, in

that privileged sign of hom(m)o.sexuality, the phallus. What she seeks is to disengage and

free the association between sex and gender such that there is a clearly demarcated space

in which women, lesbians, and gay men can begin to speak and express themselves.

Yet her general thesis is, I feel, crippled. Because she needs to rewrite femininity,

she dichotomizes femininity and masculinity in order to repeat the location, rather than its

much needed dislocation, of gender into only one of two categories-women as the

marked gender, and men as the universal, the general. She writes: "there are the general

and the feminine, or rather, the general and the mark of the feminine" (1992: 60). In her

sight, masculinity as that term addressing, describing, and identifying one's subjectivity is a
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What must be germane to kigaray's politics, and singularly so, if her configuration

of "hom(m)esexuality" as a category identifying masculinity is to succeed, is the absence

of any other competing economies. The presence of a gay economy has to be recognized

as competing with, and, to a significant extent, destabilizing and displacing the economic

basis of kigaray's hom(m)esexual culture. Because the gay economy is a market where

the object valued and desired, the commodity traded in, and the produce developed for

exchange, is the male body that is both eroticized and sexualized, I would like to suggest

its viability as an alternative location where that gendered identification, "masculine" cart

be re-presented. V/ithin this altemative space of exchange, the male body functions as a

currency which produces, contests, and recycles the prevailing categorization of gender by

refocussing a reader's description of masculine identity in terms of a hetero/homosexual

binarism. Once again, I return to Fuss who critically observes that

What [Irigaray's] theory of a phallically organized economy does not
recognize is that there is more than one market, that there are as many systems

of commodification and exchange as there a¡e sets of social relations. A
subject can be located in several economies, in competing and perhaps even

incompatible social orders, at the same time. There seems to be little reason to
assume that a theory of hom(m)o-sexuality must be predicated on a single

market of exchange? a separate and universal system of commerce. (1989: 49)

kigaray's speculum seeks to illuminate the oppressive construction of what femininity is;

its subtext, however, must be the elision, if not the denial, of differences within what the

term "masculinity" can otherwise mean for an individual subject who must interpret a

paradoxical representation of the male body.

As Henry Louis Gates, Jr. points out in his article, "Significant Others," "kigaray's

conception of the arrranng fixity of patriarchy" belies her "own patterns of blindness,"

those patterns of "perilous universalizations scripted upon the tain of her speculum"

(1988: 621,609). In the kigarayan scheme of things, gay men, and the potential their

sexual difference can animate for a discoherent reading of masculinity, are displaced. She

displaces the possible transgression they pose by homogenizing their male bodies into an















CHAPTER FOUR

"SENATOR, ONE MORE THING: LOVE YOUR SUIT!": A LESSON

rN READING ONE'S (SUR)FACE

fW]hat pornography is and what it does have been seen to lie in the eye of the

beholder, to be a matter of what one is thinking about when one looks at it, to
be a question of point of view.

Andrea Dworkin and Catherine MacKinnonß

The debate on gender and pornography, which anti-pornography feminism has

generated, is an adequate site to explore further the points I raise in previous chapters.

The alignment of masculinity with pornography, which this debate foregrounds, must be of

particular interest to this study; what must be of utmost concern, I believe, is the

essentializing tendency of anti-pornography feminism to conflate these identifications of

the masculine and the pornographic with the male body both within and without the

representation of pornography. In this chapter, I want to question and examine this

conflation by introducing the earlier points I have made into this debate: namely, (1) an

identity in performance, (2) the male body as contra-diction, and (3) a reading in

discoherence. Together, these act as focal sites enabling me to investigate this debate as it

relates to two recent texts within popular culture.

The controversy surrounding Jonathan Demme's The Sílence of the lnmbs and

Brett Easton Ellis' American Pyscho, and the branding of these texts as pornographic,

make them suitable texts to reconsider the relationship between pornography and gender.

73Andr"u Dworkin and Catherine MacKinnon, Pornography and Civit Rights: A New Day for
W orne n' s E qwli ty (Minneapolis : Organizing Again st Pornograph y, 19 88) 24.
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is a sex toy, or even when she is nothing more than the female body itself, he sees this

particular body through the acculturalized siæ of the male gaze. This body is an

exploitable lack upon whose surface he grounds and exercises his masculine prowess and

sexual supremacy; and pornography is where these acts of masculine self-representation

locate themselves in a penreræd representation of femininity.

"Pornography," MacKinnon writes, "defines \ilomen by how we look according to

how we can be sexually used." "Pornography," she goes on to add, "codes how to look at

women, so you know what you can do with one when you see one" (1987: 173). Such

representation is, following MacKinnon, read according to the dominant hom(m)o-sexual

practice of naming and categonzing gender. More importantly, it institutes itself in the

paradigm of pornographic representation, the exploitative male-female sex act. "In other

words," Dworkin records, men dominate, control, and

possess women when men fuck women because both experience the nxur

being male. This is the stunning logic of male supremacy. In this view, which is

the predominant one, maleness is aggressive and violent; and so fucking ... the

man and the woman experience mnleness... [and] thus, in being fucked, she is

possessed: ceases to exist as a discrete individual: is taken over. (1987:64)

It would seem therefore that in seeing the male figure, who is sexually oppressing and/or

exploiting women, in pomography, a male spectator will identify with-if he himself is not

already-that man represented. And this, I might add, is the crux of the anti-pornography

debate in its attempts to delineate what masculine identity and subjectivity are: "Man the

action-subject is," Susanne Kappeler summarizes, "identical with man the viewing subject"

(1986:58).

The debate anti-pornography feminism generates-and which Dworkin and

MacKinnon promulgate in particular-revolves around the notion of masculine power.

These anti-pornography feminists make the assumption that the masculine power to

represent is always the misuse of power in cultural representations of gender. They argue,

moreover, that this power is exercised by individual males whose masculine identities are
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foregrounded: we are not just dealing with 'contents."' Rather, we need to consider

pomography, she explains further, as "a dialectical relationship between representational

practices which construct sexuality, and actual sexual practices, each informing the other"

(1986:2).

Perhaps, the question she implicitly asks in her critique is this: to what extent is a

masculine identity truly pornographic? As far as Dworkin is concerned, "the power of the

pornographer is the power of the rapislbatterer is the power of the man" (1981: 100).

Dworkin's comments, not unlike MacKinnon's observations, bear the signature of

essentialism:tt both women emphasize masculine identity in those generic terms of a

pornographic domination, possession, and abuse of women. Yet, if this anti-pornography

feminism both Dworkin and MacKinnon practise tends to\ilards essentializing the

represented male body, and, by extension, the identity of a spectator reading this body

with the male gaze, Ross is coffect to ¿rrgue that we need to rethink how we see and read

corporeality and gender within pornography. He writes (following Kappeler) that "what is

needed is the reform of the very structure of looking and gazing that organizes visual

representation" (1993: 185). Correspondingly, it is the question of looking at the male

body, both within and without pornographic representation, that must be addressed.

75De Lauretis argues that essentialist feminism is á project of revision concerned more with recovering

a feminine past while simultaneously claiming its future. Her use of the term "essentialist" is germane to

"what is constitutive of feminist thinking and thus of feminism" (1993:. 75). Yet as insightful as her

understanding of "essentialist" is, the essentialism of anti-pornography feminism, in my opinion, goes

much deeper: it is one that sees gender as inherently binarized, divided, and irreconcilable along lines of

power/helplessness, them/us, dominance/submission, maleÆemale, sex/rape, etc. For a discussion of de

Lauretis's point, see her aficle, "Upping the Anti [sic] in Feminist Theory," The Culturøl Studies Reader,

ed. Simon During (London: Routledge, 1993):74-89.
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subject that my study aims to posit in its conclusion. (This concept of the cross-

(ad)dressed masculine subject is one I shall postulate here, but investigate and "flesh out"

further in chapter 5.)

A recurrent focus of this chapter, moreover, \{rill be whether the particular anti-

pornography feminism that is exemplified by Dworkin and MacKinnon can effectively

articulate what masculinity is as it seeks to examine and rewrite the representation of

gender within pomography. Demme's film can be read as an exemplification of what

Dworkin and MacKinnon label as pornography. After all, what else is a spectator to make

of this film, Elizabeth Young pointedly remarks, when he/she confronts those "naked,

mutilated, and murdered female bodies" (1991: 8) littering its surface? Nevertheless, this

film has been recuperated by the film critic, Amy Taubin, to be "a profoundly feminist

film" where Clarice Starling disrupts the stereotypical gendered positions of spectator and

spectacle (199la: 18). Demme's frlm, she goes on to rwrite, "takes a tamiliar narrative and

shakes up the gender and sexuality stuff. It's a slasher film in which the woman is hero

rather than victim, the pursuer rather than the pursued" (1991a: 18).? I would like to

suggest, however, that her analysis of this film is valid only when it is read through, and,

more probably, inflected by, that alignment of masculine po\iler, sexual violence, and

female suppression. Within hom(m)osexual culture, this alignment is, more often than

not, realized as the practice of reading with the male gaze.

'When The Silence of the Lambs "situates its naked and dead female bodies on a

continuum of violence against women ..." (Young 1991: 9), it would seem that the

primary aim of the film is to gratify the spectatorial pleasure of an audience accustomed to

77 In "kit"rs on the Lamb: Sorting out the Sexual Politics of a Controversial Film," Taubin writes:

"The Silence of the Lambs preserves the formalities of the exploitation film, only to upend their meaning.

It's a slasher film in which the woman is hero rather than victim. Moreover, she is never placed in sexual

peril" (1991b: 56). See her discussion of the film in Village Voice 5 March l99lb: 49+.
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seeing such representations of the feminine. Demme, it has been argued, cultivates this

continuous and pervasive display within a spectator's male gaze, working it as an

interrelated, and unabashedly overlapping, dynamic benveen Buffalo Bill, Hannibal Lecter,

and, finally, the spectator him/herself. This tripanite nexus embodies a masculine

identification for the spectator with firstly, the violating and murderous gaze of Buffalo

Bill on his victims and secondly, those searing, probing, and psychoanalytic eyes of Lecter

on Starling. In both instances, each man is pathological and criminal. Moreover, because

each has perpetrated acts of violence against women, they are, in both Taubin and

Young's respective readings of Demme's filrn, pornographic, and, by extension,

masculine.

As a spectator confronts photographs of those corpses Buffalo Bill skins,

photographs of Frederika posing in her underwear, photographs of Catherine Martin

flashed across television screens, what we have is the genre of the photograph and its

ubiquitous subject, the female body. Nowhere is this more graphically depicted than when

the dead body of one of Buffalo Bill's victims is examined and photographed in the funeral

home in Potter, West Virginia. Not only a.re these actions analogous to the flaþgs

inflicted on the female body but they are a further penetration and dissection of this body

when it is photographed for a routine police examination as well as a coroner's inquest.

Inscribed as the mise-en-scène of the feminine condition, the sign, Woman, becomes

a pornographic spectacle within the filnu she is violently exploited, b,rutalized, and

continually identified as a penetrable lack. Although this sign is situated at the engendered

space of femininity, the image, within Mulvey's critique of film and gender, she is, more

signif,rcantly, that surface where a violence of masculine representation is played out, a

slasher movie materialized on the body female. Within the parameters of anti-pornography

feminism, these representations fulfill the expectations of an audience that sees the filrn

with the male gaze; in particular, they also gratify the apparent pornographic desires of a

male spectator of The Sílence of the Lambs.
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A scene displaying this feminine condition of helplessness and blindness I outline

above takes place when Starling enters Buffalo Bill's labyrinthine basement. She is caught

in a darkened enclosure that is literally Buffalo Bill's gender trap. More than a hiding

place, this space<r, more appropriately, a cocoon in a filrn playing with those images of

butterflies, metamorphosis, and skins-is where he contemplates, and threads together,

the skin he sews out of women's flesh. Conversely, this space allows him to finally enact,

if not address, his feminine identity by becoming the "woman" he desires to be.

In addition, this space echoes that enclosed arena, the movie theater, in which

Demme's spectators a¡e thrust into a state of (re)vision. As masculine spectators, we are

eventually rendered helpless when Starling turns around and fires into that dominant line

of sight we are said to share with Buffalo Bill. Any attempt to link the identity of the

spectator with that of this serial killer is fragmented in her signal act of firing back. Her

actions intimate how a spectator might also be a possible victim of the fallacy this male

gaze hides when it enforces a reading of Buffalo Bill's body as masculine and

pornographic in spite of its contradictory representation in Demme's film.

Indeed, we should recognize that the spectator is constantly, and continually,

throughout the diegesis of this film, vacillating between possessing this dominant gaze and

being deprived of it. This fluctuating placement and displacement of the masculine identity

a spectator is said to possess is exactly my point of contention as to why any attempt to

classify this filrn as pomographic, in the first instance, and to then transpose such an

identification onto its spectator, must be highly suspect.

Hence, where Starling is previously unable to see because of a moment of blindness

in the basement, her act of self-preservation illuminates her da¡kness. In turning around,

facing Buffalo Bill's gaze squarely, fi.ing directly into it, and into the camera as well as

our line of sight, Starling obliterates the oppressive male gaze and substitutes the darkness

that envelopes her with natural light streaming through a blown-out window. In this

metaphoric exchange of darkness for light, oppression for liberation, Starling (as well as
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A MATTER OF SKIN: READING THE BODYSUIT

"Vy'hat does he want her for, Dr l-Ecter?"
"He wants a vest with tits on it," Dr I-ecter said.

Thomas Ha¡risD

"Skin," Judith Halberstam points out in her article, "Skinflick: Posthuman Gender in

Jonathan Demme's The Silence of tlu Lambs,"

becomes a metaphor for surface, for the external; it is the place of pleasure and

the site of pain, it is the thin sheet that masks bloody horror. But skin is also

the movie screen, the destination of the gaze, the place that glows in the dark,

the violated site of visual pleasure. (1991: 39-40)

Skin is, I hasten to add, the bodysuit one "wears": it is that projected surface where the

individual subject enacts or effects an identity that plays out the expected gendered roles

within hom(m)o-sexual culture. The bodysuit, moreover, can also be a surface of contest

and revision. In the context of this study, therefore, the bodysuit of engendered surfaces I

refer to foregrounds the possibility that the act of effecting, or representing, one's identity

as this particular (sur)face of masculinity, or femininity, is equally the act of re-presenting

it. rü/hat I wish to demonstrate in deploying this concept of the bodysuit, and its specific

relation to gendered identities, is the possibility of surface as "a recuperative structure for

the social control of social behaviour." More importantly, I want to also illustrate how

my understanding of surface can also function as, following Garber, "a critique of the

possibility of 'representation' itself' (1993: 353).

Buffalo Bill's attention to surface points towards a similar reconfiguration of

corporeal surface as----or perhaps, more exactly, to the respatialization of this surface in

tetms of a bodysuit that is-a reading text. In effect, Demme's spectator reads a

specifically rethreaded bodysuit Buffalo Bill desires and which he fleshes out of female

79Tho-as Harris, The Silence of the Lambs (1989; London: Mandarin Paperbacks, l99I) 146.
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skin. Buffalo Bill's ability to (re)embody his masculine identity, and, more importantly, re-

engender his individual subjectivity as the "woman" he wants to be despite his bodily

configuration as male must reorientate how we read the body/surface, or body/skin,

binarism.

Starling must investigate this particular bodysuit of skin if she is to understand

Buffalo Bill; but she is only enabled to do so if she knows the technique required to

demarcate, delineate, and describe the suit he is making. I-ecter's ability to read Senator

Martin's suit-in terms of the surface she effects-has to now serye as Starling's

necessary lesson. "Read Marcus Aurelius," Lecter informs Starling. Why? For as Marcus

Aurelis is the author of Meditations he is also a tactician of war. He is the strategist who

must read his maps and battle plans. In other words, he must read surfaces. Likewise,

Starling is the behavioural scientist who must read Buffalo Bill's texts, those female skins

which though flayed and disfigured are surfaces bearing his finger-prints. As long as she

charts from these a profile of Jame Gumb, the bodily form to match the media produced

surface of who or what exactly is Buffalo Bill, detective Starling will snare her man.

Our first introduction to this character is a newspaper cutting entitled, "Bill Skins

Fifth," as it is mounted on Crawford's board surrounded by those photographs of his

victims. Demme repeats this tableau in the climatic scene which takes place in Buffalo

Bill's basement: the same cutting is pinned to his board. In both instances, juxtaposing

photographs of victims and the newspaper "picture" of the victimizer serves to present

Buffalo Bill as part of the overall montage: he is just another newspaper item, just another

image for public consumption. In other words, as the practitioner of the male gaze, a role

which Demme's spectator is accused of replicating, Buffalo Bill is undercut from the very

beginning of the film: he is hardly an identity of essentialized masculinity as he is, instead,

a surface produced by the media to account for the "faceless" serial killer.

If anti-pornography feminism demonstrates the axiomatic relationship between the

male body, masculine identity, and pornographic violence against women, it also describes
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the masculinity of Buffalo Bill as a gendered essence that real life male spectators identify

with, and whose violence they then replicate. But when Buffalo Bill is himself a surface

product of the media (as much as he is a product of Demme's film), that masculine

identification of the male spectator with Buffalo Bill is questionable. \ù/e might now begin

to see, instead, that Demme's film concerns iseH with a spectaculanzú and problematic

representation of masculinity.

This is to say that even though Buffalo Bill may be the serial killer nThe Silence of

tlv Inmbs, it is his problematic masculine identity which is central to a spectator's

understanding of this film. In the course of watching lt, a spectator will realize that

Buffalo Bill's identity as a gender dysphoric displaces, takes over, and eventually becomes

the focus of a film that begins with sexual violence against women but moves increasingly

towards an examination of representation-specifically, that problem of fixing Buffalo

Bill's identity to be either pornographic or masculine, or even both.

As such, the spectator must move beyond the surface "Buffalo Bill" if he/she is to

recognize and appreciate the flaws of describing his male body as particularly

representative of a masculine identity that is pornographically engendered. A possible

solution might be this point Lecter makes: "Of each particular thing," he tells Starling

whilst quoting Aurelius, "ask what is it in itself." Although his male body can be seen to

be masculine because of the dominant body/skin binarism in general, and because of his

pornographic violence against women in this film, Buffalo Bill is also, and disturbingly so,

a media generated (sur)face of masculine violence. More importantly, he is a male body

suffering a condition of dis-eased masculinity. Halberstam records his particular condition

as that of gender dysphoria: uncomfortable with his gender identity, Buffalo Bill is unable

to represent himself as anything but a confusing tangle of contradictory identities (1991:

41). A spectacularized example of this lies in those acts of skinning and sewing, de-

gendering and re-engendering his identity. Indeed, his is a case of the mismatched

bodysuit, and it is this condition which is the "particular thing" about Buffalo Bill.
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'When Buffalo Bill's killings are argued as symptomatic of an aggressive, sadistic,

and, without doubt, oppressive masculinity, they are seen as expressions of an inherent

violence of masculine (hetero)sexuality. Yet a problem exists: Buffalo Bill's actions are

not sexually orientated. He kills women not because he sexually desires their bodies but

because he wants their skins. *We covet," Lecter informs Starling, "\ryhat we see

everyday": Buffalo Bill sees the skin of femininity everyday and desires to wear this suit,

this surface. For him, its eústence points to the possibility of an-other bodysuit, an-other

identity. His flaying, and rethreading, of female female skins allows him to engender a

bodysuit that is always a matter of effecting the "woman's" face he desires and not the

surface his body should guarantee. Buffalo Bill's masculine identification is, however,

seen to be a consequence of his skin, if it is not also a result of his actions in acquiring a

new bodysuit made out of female skins. When a conflation of skin and body takes place,

when one's "outward appearance" is argued to be the evidence of one's gendered identity,

this is that defining instance in which Buffalo Bill's male body, and its supposedly

masculine surface, becomes the "fetishized signifier of gender for a heterosexist culture"

(flalberstam I99l: 42). This particular conflation, therefore, mistakes corporeality with

surface; in tum, this surface is mistaken to signify gender identity.

This is how anti-pornography feminism echoes such an equation: masculinity is

presumably tied to the (sur)face of the pornographer who is always understood as the

male subject. When this specific equation is translated onto Demme's film, the act of

skinnning the female body is synonymous with the rape act. In short, this translation fits

Dworkin's generalization that any violence to women is the fuck act itself. In flaying

female bodies to appropriate ttreir skins, Buffalo Bill does not commit either a murder or a

flaying as he "fucks" women and fleshes out his pornographic identity. Dworkin's

categorization, when mapped onto Buffalo Bill's flayings, highlights the literal

metaphorization which her anti-pornography feminism employs to describe and defrne

what masculine identity really is within pomography.
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If this is precisely what Dworkin's politics of gender identity involves, there must be

a necessary reconsideration of her tendency to account for the lived masculine identity of

the individual male body in terms of metaphoric violence or the "fucking act." When

advocates of anti-pornography feminism, following Dworkin, argue the irrefutable fact of

Buffalo Bill's fabrication of the "vest with tits on it" serving, and becoming, in the final

instance, the individual (in this case, always male) spectator's lived experience, they

postulate a description of masculine identity that is a¡ticulated in essentialist terms. This

conflation of masculine identity occurs because the collective male gaze is seen to

engender a pornogrcphic representation of the feminine both within and without this frlm.

However, what is symptomatically inscribed on Buffalo Bill's skin, and, more

urgently, in his attempt to re-skin, is the specter of the ruptured male body. How does this

possibly affect those equations made betrveen the spectator and the spectacle of

pornography in Demme's The Silence of the Lambs? I would like to suggest that a

slippage occurs when an attempt is made to link a spectator's identity with Buffalo Bill's

apparent masculinity even though they seem to share the make gaze when reading gender.

If Demme's film disturbs the homogenizing equation between gender and identity,

betrveen body and surface, between masculinity and violence, a spectator needs to rethink

the male serial killer whose body denotes not so much masculine violence as it does

masculine dysphoria. In turn, the prevailing accusation anti-pornography feminism

makes-that of a masculine identif,rcation between a male spectator and Buffalo

Bill-becomes incongruous; instead of the shared male gaze each deploys to read, and the

similar corporeality which locates this gaze, all there is, in Demme's representation of

masculinity in the film, is a male body in conüa-diction, and the contradictory reading of

masculinity it engenders.
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DEMONIZING BUFFALO BILL AS THE OTHER MAN

The director chose to make the symptoms obvious through what the general

audience accepts as tlpical gay male effect: nipple rings, swishing scarves,

crude makeup, etc.

Jewelle Gomezm

Such a contra-diction is characteristically displayed in the homosexual identity

Buffalo Bill is depicted as while the film moves towards its end. He can be, and has

indeed been, misread in a confused entanglement of sexual deviancy: he is seen to be a

homosexual as he is simultaneously addressed in terms of transvestism. In addition, the

film strongly suggests his desire to see himself as a transsexual when it pursues the line of

his rejected applications for a sex change operation as one possible motive for his crimes.

'When his skin takes on those signifying marks of the effeminate drag queen, his body is

overdetermined as the pathological body of the male homosexual. This confusion of

sexual identity must disturb any claim of the pomographic to be categorically masculine in

the figure of Buffalo Bill.

A spectator who accepts this particular representation of Buffalo Bill as a male

homosexual, or, more disturbingly, as the misogynistic male homosexual, glosses over

Lecter's diagnosis. As he informs Starling, Buffalo Bill is neither a üanssexual nor a

homosexual but "Billy tries to be a lot of things ... he thinks he is, he tries to be ... he

wasn't born a criminal, but was made one through years of systematic abuse." The form

this "systematic abuse" takes is the heterosexual regulation of gendered identity. Buffalo

Bill's body cannot address him as the "woman" he wants to be; it only can if his body is

transvestized as the effeminate drag queen, as the homosexual Other. Within the dominant

SoJewelle Gomez, "Writers on the Lamb: Sorting out the Sexual Politics of a Controversial Film,"

Village Voice 5 March 1991: 58.
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representation of gender, Buffalo Bill's problematic representation as the male subject

who understands his body to signify "woman" makes sense only if it can be accounted for

as a homosexual deviation.

But I-ecter's diagnosis points to much more. In trying "to be a lot of things,"

Buffalo Bill is engaged in an experiment which dominant culture aggressively proscribes, if

not disavows. I am, of course, referring to his reorientation of the body/surface bina¡ism.

Instead of locating identity within this binarism, his fabrication of "a vest with tits on it"

implies how a subject's gendered identity can be simply a matter of enacting the culturally

ascribed role he/she is deemed to effect when identifying himlherself. For Buffalo Bill, he

is as much the serial killer who flays female bodies as he is the male homosexual who

(ad)dresses himself in female skin. But each instance of Buffalo Bill's identification

locates him within a space where sameness and differe¡çs-¡þs similarity and dissimilarity

of his gay male body to that dominant representation of masculinity-are now in interplay;

Buffalo Bill's male body is, within the context of this film, nothing less than a space of

contra-dictions.

More importantly, Lecter's observations also allude to how Buffalo Bill is

systematically read, within anti-pornography feminism, to be the masculine serial killer.

'When this particular feminism labels Buffalo Bill "pornographic," it implicitly sees in his

corporeality the fleshing out of an identity that is definitively masculine in spite of the

transvestism of his male body as (homo)sexually other. There is no attempt to

differentiate the specif,rcities of Buffalo Bill's dysphoric identity. In order to account for

the violence against women, both the homosexual and the heterosexual identities that

Buffalo 8il1 seems to effect are collapsed into one generic identity called "pornographic."

This collapse takes place because, within the essentiahnng tendency of anti-pornography

feminism to rewrite gender, these sexually opposing identities are deemed to share the

same male body, and, more importantly, that same masculine identity it enables. What is

more disturbing is the fact that this particular representation is appropriated by anti-
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pornography feminists to account for the lived masculinity of the spectator despite the

app¿üent homosexual difference Buffalo Bill's body spectacularly alludes to in the closing

scenes of the film.

That this complication is avoided in favour of a political agenda seeking to reinscribe

the pornographic oppression women face enunciates how anti-pornography feminisrn"

following Ross, "proposes to redefine cultural conflict along gender ... lines," and in doing

so, it "reproduces the same languages of mass manipulation, systematic domination, and

victimization ..." (1989: 176). The politics of gender identity that anti-pornography

feminism expounds is concerned with broad, and homogenizing, descriptions of identity

rather than accounting for the specific differences each individual body foregrounds. A

case in point is the identification of masculinity this particular feminism engenders. As

Stychin notes:

By shifting the focus of attention from the patriarchal culture to the oppression
of individual women by individual men through sexuality, the necessary,

categorical conclusion is that all men due to their gender, are oppressive.
(1992: 872. Emphasis added)

If this equation is, according to Stychin's analysis, fraught with a tendency to

overdetermine, and, more often than not, to overgeneralize, what constitutes masculine

identity within pornography, there has to be a corresponding reconsideration of the male

gaze rs the prevailing cultural practice of reading-and its potential to engender masculine

subjectivity-when what has to be accounted for now is the male body in contra-diction.

If Buffalo Bill's need for this feminine bodysuit is nothing more than a desire for an

identity located on surfaces, the crux of the problem is that Buffalo Bill's skin is "an

incorrect casing" (flalberstam l99l: 42). It is this "incorrect casing" that does not allow

him to enact the identifiably gendered subjectivity, "woman." To have a matching suit, a

perfect outfit in which skin and body coalesce as one surface, or perhaps, even as an

interface, Buffalo Bill must efface his present, and limiting, skin, and replace it with the

appropriate bodysuit.
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'When Buffalo Bill sews that suit to effect his new identity, he is able to "wear" the

skin of a seeming transvestite as he also seems to be the male homosexual whose sexual

difference must be spectacularized and accounted for. The basement scene where he shifts

from being a heavy metal rocker to the transsexual he is enacting but never can be in the

absence of surgery is a scene in point. In this telling instance, his identity is truly a matter

of seeming the part. "Seems" is precisely the issue herc: seems as an effect of inhabiting

the skin and seams as those suturing lines in one's engendered bodysuit. Buffalo Bill is

more than the seamstress that he is; he is a seam that hinges and unhinges a spectator's

problematic identifrcation with as it stimulates a critical re-evaluation of how he/she can

read Demme's representation of masculinity inThe Silence of the Lambs.

ENACTING THE MALE SPECTATOR: A PERFORMATIVE ACT

But what has all this got to do with one's male gaze when, as a spectator, one

deploys it to see and read the male body? Demme's film is, I contend, a text denþg the

spectator a reading of gender corresponding to the dominant representations of

masculinity and femininity: the gaze of a hom(m)o-sexually def,rned spectator is contested

for this film attenuates the seemingly masculine spectatorial pleasure and narrative control

the gaze should engender.

The Silence of the La,mbs should function as a surface that is, repeating Halberstam,

"the destination of the gaze" where a spectator can locate otherness and represent

him/henelf as that masculine subject, the male spectator. But Demme's film is hardly a

"mirror" (following Lacan) where this spectator can situate an understanding of

masculinity in Buffalo Bill's homosexual otherness. Such a dislocation of the gaze

disturbs the spectator's ability to fix Buffalo Bill as the pornographic serial killer. In turn,

this spectator must reconsider whether Buffalo Bill's masculinity is not an example of an
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"overcoated" identification that locates gender in terms of corporeality despite the

evidence of sexual difference. Instead of locating his/her self-representation within the

otherness that is Buffalo Bill, the spectator is presented with a male body that

problematizes that prevailing practice of reading gender, and the descriptions of

"masculinit/," "pornography," and "the male body" the male gaze would otherwise

engender.

Whereas "Skin becomes the material which can be transformed by the right pattern

into a seamless suit" (Halberstam 1991: 42) for Buffalo Bill, its problematic

reconfiguration as an interface of differences affects a spectator's reading of masculinity in

terms of those body/surface, hetero/homosexuality, masculineÆeminine binarisms. Where

there ought to be the distinct possibility of differentiating, and separating, one from the

other, the fact that there is an interface, an interplay, or, more exactly, an interdiscourse,

benveen these terms signals the chiasmatic reconfiguration of a reading identity who must

negotiate this site of contra-diction. According to the architectural theorist, Mark Wigley,

"The inside is at most a constn¡ction of the surface" (1992a: 370), and if that sense of who

we are as spectators of Demme's film is reflected in our reading of Buffalo Bill's

seemingly homosexual body as pornographic and masculine, what we are effecting, in

reading with the male gaze, is that culturally recognizable (sur)face of that generic

masculine subject, the male spectator. What a masculine subject demonstrates, in the

reading I have just outlined, is that such a subject position, and the identity it engenders,

can be primarily a matter of gender performativity.

"That the gendered body is performative," Butler claims in her article, "Gender

Trouble, Feminist Theory, and Psychoanalytic Discourse,"

suggests that it has no ontological status apart from the various acts which
constitute its reality, and if that reality is fabricated as an interior essence, that
interiority is a function of a decidedly public and social discourse ... through
the surface politics of the body. (1990b: 336)

In other words, that recognizably masculine identity of the spectator, and particularly the
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male subject, "produces [itselfl on the skin ... [where] it is always a surface sign, a

signification on and with the public body that produces this illusion" (1993a: 317) of an

essentialized gender identity. And, if one's identity as a man or a woman is argued to be

an effect of one's skin, of one's surface as the spectator who sees and reads corporeality

with the male gaze, then one's sense of who or what one is as a gendered subject is a

matter of gender performativity. "In this sense," Butler is correct that, "gender is not a

performance that a prior subject elects to do, but gender ls performative tn the sense that

it constitutes as an effect the very subject it appears to express" (1993a:314).

Yet, the very performativity of gender identity Butler talks about, the very

reiteration of the engendered role a subject enacts within culture, is itself the very basis for

its alteration. In her most recent book, Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of

"Sex," she emphasizes the underlying Derridean ideas in her notion of performativity. She

writes: '?erformativity is thus not a singular 'act,' for it is always a reiteration of a norm

or set of norms...." But it is precisely in this reiteration that performativity "acqutes an

act-like status in the present [where] it conceals or dissimulates the conventions of [that]

which it is a repetition" (1993b: l2). Butler's notion of performativity lends itself to the

politics of discoherence I am delineating thus far. In particular, the performativity of the

male gaze----of one's simulation and dissimulation of the masculine subject position of

seeing and reading----explains how the chiasmatic effects of reading realizes itself in terms

ofdiscoherence.

This is how I envisage a performativity of the masculine subject to work within the

politics of discoherence: each repetition of the masculine subject position to read the

represented corporeality (in this instance, the male body) in contra-diction is equally an

alteration of its gendered identity. In other words, the seeing/reading subject who

simultaneously reads and re-reads this representation of similarity and dissimilarity will

effect an identity that is like that of the generic masculine subject, the male reader. But if

"to effect" denotes what is both, at once, a resemblance to and a re-presentation of that
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These descriptions of what reading might be can be appreciated as three facets of a

distinctly masculine practice of reading gender de Lauretis identifies to condemn as they

are foregrounded in, and operating as, Calvino's text. Regardless of its self-reflexivity,

reading gender is, in this novel, according to her, nothing less than the dominant practice

of reading as a man. Both reading and writing are, she notes critically, metonymically the

male sexual act (1989: 76).

Reading can be seen as the act of penetration: it is as much an assault on as it is a

violent invasion of the text. De Lauretis sees this trope as representative of the reading

practice that Calvino's novel solicits from its reader. An example from the novel

demonstrates this:

Progress in reading is preceded by an act that traverses the material solidity of
the book to allow you access to its incorporeal substance. Penetrating among

the pages from below, the blade vehemently moves upward, opening a vertical
cut in a flowing succession of slashes.... Opening a path for yourself, with a

sword's blade, in the ba¡rier of pages becomes linked with the thought of how
much the word contains and conceals: you cut your way through your reading

as if through a dense forest. (38)

In this paragtaph, the association between reading text and reading 'Woman is

spectacularized in tenns of dominating and penetrating virginal space.

\üy'e return to Wigley's phrase, "the scene of exploitation." V/hat is "scene" here is

actually a surface empowering, according to de Lauretis, the continuing representation of

dominant masculinity as both the text and Vy'oman a¡e liken to "a void ready to be filled

with meanings, or elsewhere a blank page awaiting insemination," by the subject who

reads with the male gaze (de Lauretis 1989: 75). Even though Calvino's postmodern

novel is, according to her, "a textual practice whose strategy is to 'rewrite,"' (1989:73), it

inadvertently reinscribes itself back into the hom(m)o-sexual binarisms of representing

gender. In spite of If on a Winter's Night a Traveller's disposition to engender a

Princeton Papers on Architecture I (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1992a):357.
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performativity.

Reading this surface that, on the one hand, posits the dominant representation of

masculinity, and, on the other, disrupts it by foregrounding the very performativity of its

gendered identifrcation, the individual reader is positioned into that homoerotic space I

have described at the beginning of this chapter. Once again, the represented male body is

revealed to be a site of similarity and dissimila¡ity; the significant difference in this instance

is that masculinity can now be appreciated as a performative surface rather than as a

realization of the body-gender alignment. This spectacle of an effected (surface of

masculinity displaces any attempt to essentialize gender identity in terms of coqporeality.

For the reader, this displacement goes even further; the seemingly homogenized

identification between represented and lived masculinities that de Lauretis ilgues for is

now subject to a discoherent reading of masculinity. Because of the chiasmatic tension a

reader frnds him/henelf in when reading this spectacle of a male body in contra-diction,

the homoerotic space-where difference and sameness are in interplay----can potentially

effect a cross-(ad)dressed gender identity for the postmodern reading subject.

Within this homoerotic space, the practice of reading as a man relocates the reader

as simultaneously the subject and the object of the gaze. For the male reader, this

relocation disturbs his seemingly fixed position as the subject of the gaze as well as that

essentialized alignment of body and gender to describe his identity. The homoerotic space

is, therefore, where the male reader can realize the potential of the male gaze to effect,

simultaneously, an identity of sameness and difference when he is caught within the

chiasmatic tension of reading the male body as contra-diction. This space functions as,

and here I want to pick up on an idea Sedgwick proposes in her article, "Queer and Now,"

the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, dissonances and resonances,

lapses and excesses of meaning when the constituent elements of anyone's
gender, of anyone's sexuality aren't made (or can't be made) to signify

monolithically. (1993: 8)

Such a homoerotic space spectacularizes, more than anything else, the identity of the
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echoes the point I am making about homoerotic space, and the revision of re-reading

masculinity it engenders. I agree with Polan when he writes that "Spectacle jettisons a

need for narrative myths and opts for an attitude in which the only tenable position seems

to be the reveling [sic] in the fictiveness of one's own f,rctive acts" (1986: 59. Emphasis

added). Just what is effected besides the surface of a seemingly masculine identity is the

fictive----constructional, contingent, contentious-basis which is proscribed and, more

often than not, veiled because it embodies a sense of "being" the masculine reader.

But de Lauretis sees this reader repeating those oppresive acts of domestication,

exploitation, and penetration which real women face when reading If on a Winter's Night

a Traveller. Together these acts of lived and represented masculinities realized

themselves, according to her, in a body she identifies as that of the heterosexual male

reader. When an equation of such signif,rcance is foregtounded, when the categories

"male" and "heterosexual" conjoin into, if not with, an articulation of the "masculine,"

what is presumably understood, as an axiom, is an intersection be¡ween the corporeal and

the sexual in that act of naming gender.

This strategy de Lauretis adopts is, therefore, paradoxical: while it enables her to

articulate and make visible what masculinity is in the process of rewriting femininity, it is a

strategy that mires, indeed fixes, at the same time, her identification of masculinity into the

seemingly definitive site of the male body, a body that she repeatedly writes about as

always heterosexual, and hence, always masculine.

ALWAYS IN FRONT: ENACTING A MASCULINE SURFACE

Identification is, of course, identifrcation with an other, which means that

identity is never identical to itself. This alienation of identity from the self it
constructs, which is a constant replay of a primary psychic self-alienation, does

not mean simply that any proclamation of identity will be only partial, that it
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Traveller. In this sense, the Reader fulfills his desire to read, and, in particular, to read as

aman:

in books I like to read only what is written, and to connect the details with the

whole, and to consider certain readings as definitive; and I like to keep one

book distinctive from the other, each for what it has that is different and new;
and I especially like books to be read from the beginning to end. (203.
Emphasis added)

One might well want to point out that the ending of Calvino's novel is doubly significant:

the novel ends with the Reader's attainment of the surfaces he pursues as its ending also

marks the promised closure of a text we began as individual readers. In turn, both these

instances atrirm what the end of the reading process should realize-the promised

sexuaVtextual ecstasy of reading.

Each of these endings is, however, also performative: it conforms to the practice of

reading within hom(m)o-sexual culture by effecting that masculine identity the male gaze

guarantees when a reader deploys it to read text(s). In these readings, the textual surface

is considered feminine and bounded; its description is always a¡ticulated in lineal

¡s1¡1s-"þginning ¡9 s¡d"-so as to situate the reader, who is, especially, male, as the

locus of inscription. Accordingly, this reader must be heterosexual; the textual climax of

arriving at the moment of closure is itself a reproduction of male-female sex. The final

portrait of the Reader as the husband of this text is also a portrait of the Other who is

transformed into an image of likeness because the identity "husband" must tellingly refer

to the domestication of the Other who is now enjoined to the Reader in that emblematic

heterosexual contract called ma:riage.

And likeness is exactly the issue my study focuses on. If surface implies the

possibility of a reader's location, and his/her colonization of that space as the masculine

reader, it can also mean a performative surface of gendered identity that he/she effects

when reading. That is, the individual reader approximates the Reader who, in reproducing

his masculinity in reading this feminine surface, comes to occupy this space only to reahze
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postulates between represented and lived masculinities.

In identifying Lotaria as a contained feminist, de Lauretis categorically sees her body

as that surface which a reading subject domesticates in order to realize its identity as the

masculine reader. However, what is also traced into this surface of femininity that Calvino

presents is that problematic alignment of corporeality and surface to represent masculinity.

Calvino intimates his unease with this alignment in that scene where corporeality and

surface conflate to re-present gender identity as an effected, rather than an essentialized,

surface.

If the photograph captures and contains Sheila-Lotaria's castrating threat, it also

spectacularizes the Reader in his exposed nudity as pure skin. In this scene, the Reader

stands before us in f on a Winter's Night a Traveller as the face of masculinity that he

effects in reading, and not the apparently natural and masculine identity he is supposed to

possess. The Reader is therefore reading like a man. The photograph which captures and

contains Lotaria is also the very space which displaces the Reader from his fixed position

as the reader of text into the text he is, and that which we ¿re reading as the story of the

Reader n If on a Wínter' s Night a Traveller. 'Where Lotaria is f,rxed into that containing

frame of hom(m)o-sexual femininity, the snapshot, the Reader is reproduced as that

surface of "whiteness" and "convulsed, superimposed nudity" \rye are reading when we

follow his masculine pursuit of texts and body.

An example from the novel: "You [the Reader] start to get up, too, and you find you

are wrapped in the rolls of the printout" (174). In so far as the Reader is wrapped in rolls

of a story being printed out, he is literally represented as that surface effected when

reading like a man. More exactly, this surface is the text whose story we are actively

pursuing as we move towards the promised closure of reading. As a text, the Reader is

altered, mediated, and transformed into the performative (sur)face of the masculine reader

we are, finally, representing. In other words, as much as Lotaria is presented as a surface

of addresses-
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sexually engendered may be the ostensible result of these binarisms Segal studies, what is

also present in her discussion of masculine identity, more accurately, and especially, for

the representation of the male body, is the performativity of masculine identity that the

male subject effects in the very act of "heterosexual intercourse."

In terms of reading with the male gaze, such a performativity of gender identity is

equally evident when reading is itself seen to approximate "heterosexual intercourse." For

the heterosexual male reader especially, this displacement relocates his understanding of

the masculine subject position of reading masculinity within a performative difference. In

short, such a reader finds himself in a chiasmatic address with, if he is not also

reconfigured finally into, an-other (sur)face of reading masculinity. This particular

(sur)face, I suggest, is the performatively other, and, in the context of the politics of

discoherence, the disnrrbingly "queer," surface of gender that is effected when a reader

reiterates the practice of reading with the male gaze. Now, when I argue difference as

performative rather than as expressive, I want to emphasize a further reconsideration of

binarism as it informs-and indeed, as it is inflected by-a "queer" understanding of

gender and sexual differences.

At the beginning of this study, I noted Sedgwick's suggestion that binarisms are, as

she records rn Epistemology of the Closet, "sites that are peculiarly densely charged with

lasting potentials for powerful manipulation-through precisely the mechanisms of seH-

contradictory definition or, more succinctly, the double bind" (1990: 10). It is my belief in

the "irresolvable instability" (1990: 10) of these "double bind[s]"-si¡ss best described in

terms of an interface, a chiasm, if not the homoerotic space itself-that I see in Sedgwick's

work a corresponding means of rethinking the representation of gender beyond its

binarized structure. However, I want to move beyond her understanding of these sites

because, in this bind where to double is, at once, to effect the potential for iterability, while

repeating itself, the very structure of binarism reveals itself as that closeted space

harbouring the always already deconsffuctive potential to stimulate a discoherence of the
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male gaze, and to encourage a re-reading of gender and sexuality in general, and of

masculinity in particular. Moreover, such an understanding of binarism offers a

reorientation of how we can move beyond its characteristic dialectic, and its limited

polemic of an "either/or" argument.

What must take place, if the full potential of binarism is to be fulfilled within a

discoherent reading of gender, is an interdiscourse, or, more exactly, an interface, of

differences in play. 'When this interplay takes place, the possibility of discoherence can be

rewritten into the dominant practice of reading with the male gaze: in becoming a locus of

the male gaze that is chiasmatic, this homoerotic space of reading the male body in contra-

diction reorientates how this practice can become a conjunction, perhaps, more of an

intersection, of competing and conflicting differences that stimulate, challenge, and rewrite

the dominant representation of masculinity by positing its simultaneous re-presentation as

same and other.

In delineating performativity from expression, Butler, I contend, sums up not only

this "queer" and hence discoherent difference but equally the disengaging implications of a

performative surface that reading within a homoerotic space potentializes. The individual

reading subject is therefore released from its essentialized alignment with the identity of

the generic male readeri his/her identity is that of the cross-(ad)dressed, rather than the

biologically predetermined or generically homogenized, masculine reading subject. Butler

writes:

The distinction between expression and performative-ness is crucial. If gender

attributes and acts, the various ways in which a body shows or produces its
cultural signification, are performative, then there is no preexisting identity by
which an act or attribute might be measured; there would be no true or false,

real or distorted acts of gender, and the postulation of a true gender identity
would be revealed as a regulatory fiction. (1990a: 141)

Her remarks illustrate how, in If on a Winter's Night a Traveller, the Reader's reading

sccms to guarantee, on one level, nothing but the regulatory hom(m)o-sexual parameters

which condition his reading as a man. Even though such reading postulates itself as
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nothing less that the (sur)face of masculinity he effects when reading text and body with

the male gaze. The surface of the represented male body n If on a Wínter's Night a

Traveller must now exist, for postmodern readers, as a site that is potentially, or, more

accurately, recognizably, homoerotic. Here, such readers are always in chiasmatic tension

with difference: where \ile expect to find heterosexual masculinity as fxating and

powerful, hegemonic and hierarchical, monolithic and monologic, we have to instead re-

read this male body as a contra-diction of masculinity. Caught between reading this

corporeality along lines of similarity to the dominant categorizations of gender and along

lines which deliberately dissimulate such categorizations, the individual reader's own

identity relocates him/herself within a postmodern, and specifically "queer," (sur)face of

masculinity. This reader's identity is, in short, what masculinity can alternatively mean

today-its discoherent re-presentation, and its cross-(ad)dressed possibility.
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